Put Your PKI Concerns
Behind You

PKI SOLUTIONS
FRESHSTART
A SIMPLIFIED, EASY TO MANAGE
ADCS PKI IMPLEMENTATION
FOR SMALL AND
MIDSIZE BUSINESSES
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ENTERPRISE CLASS FOR SMB –
MINUS THE HASSLE

FreshStart offering may be just what you’re looking for.
With PKI Solutions FreshStart you can put the reliability,
integrity and management problems associated with
an improperly implemented PKI in the rearview mirror
and start over with a simplified, easy to manage ADCSbased PKI. Let’s face it, sometimes it’s better and easier
to just move to an entirely new, properly documented
and configured PKI.

Over the past 15+ years, PKI Solutions has had the
opportunity to work with large enterprises on designing
and deploying complex Microsoft ADCS PKI implementations involving multiple certificate authorities (CAs), offline
and policy CAs, hardware security modules (HSMs)
designed with the intention of meeting the most stringent
security requirements.
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Most SMB organizations, however, don’t need this levelof
complexity nor do they have the budget to support the
implementation of an advanced enterprise-class PKI
designed to support millions of endpoints and certificates.
They also don’t need the complexity of offline systems
that require maintenance that if missed can result in
outages.
With PKI Solutions FreshStart, all the knowledge and
experience we’ve gained from working with large enterprises has been encapsulated into a simplified PKI that
will be stable and improve your organization’s security
posture. It includes the same best practices, the same
documentation and the same set of configuration details
of larger implementations boiled down to a single-tier

PKI FRESHSTART AT A GLANCE
•
•

5-day Project Time from Start to Finish
Whiteboarding and Meetings Regarding
Use Cases and Potential Impact on PKI
Design

•

Server Build Scripts with Step-By-Step
Installation and Configuration Process

•

Deployment of Enterprise Root CA and
Creation of up to 5 Certificate Templates

•

Documentation for Monitoring, Backups,
Support and Operations

•

Review/Decommission Legacy PKI
(if Needed)

Enterprise Root CA. For many companies in the SMB
segment, it’s all they need, while also providing a strong
basis for growth should needs change.
A smaller, simplified PKI is also ideal for SMBs with limited
IT staff or PKI expertise. Because it’s online and publishing
information regularly, there’s no need for day-to-day
supervision. And since the PKI FreshStart includes
operations documentation, handoffs during staff transitions
are fast and simple.

ADD AN HSM
WITH FRESHSTART PLUS
For SMBs that also need the advanced security provided
by hardware security modules, we also offer FreshStart
Plus in conjunction with HSM as a Service from nCipher
Security. With this solution you get all the benefits of
an HSM, without the management or complexity. HSM
as a Service uses nShield HSMs to generate, access
and protect cryptographic key material securely in the
cloud without the need for you to perform routine HSM
maintenance and monitoring.

DESIGNED AROUND
YOUR NEEDS

The PKI FreshStart process starts with a kick-off

GET STARTED TODAY
Find out More About our
Programs and Services at:
pkisolutions.com/freshstart
Contact PKI Solutions at:
info@pkisolutions.com

meeting or conference call to identify your needs and
requirements. Once the build process starts, we work
with your team side-by-side to ensure a close fit with
your requirements and to provide hands-on mentorship
throughout the process. The entire process takes about
five days from start to finish. If needed, teams can also
take advantage of our online training courses, including
Microsoft PKI In-Depth and Microsoft ADCS Advanced.
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